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Abstract. Security of societies has become one of urgent issues in contemporary world. Too frequently we started encountering 
one or another form of malicious behavior, criminal activities or terrorism. New and complex threats highlight the need for further 
synergies and closer cooperation at all levels. Awareness, preparedness and resilience of societies emerge as key preconditions of 
further secure and sustainable economic development and general well-being. A special attention in those conditions has to be paid 
to development of theoretically grounded approach to protection of critical infrastructure (CIP), damage or disruption of which can 
be immensely harmful to unprepared and therefore vulnerable institutions and society. The aim of this paper is to lay theoretical 
foundations for theoretically grounded approach towards research in CIP area, in order to formulate, ultimately, an approach towards 
action, which, employing leadership societal stakeholders would allow to enhance awareness of society actors about the threats, i.e, 
to develop ability to recognize, prevent, and, in case of disaster, to resist to consequences of critical infrastructure infringement. 
Hence, enhanced resilience of society to critical infrastructure infringement is and ultimate goal of fostering of leadership for critical 
infrastructure protection.
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1. Introduction: insights into state-of-the art  

The topic is not newly emerged, alas, still extremely urgent, especially for some European countries, which 
appear to be at the very start of this long marathon. European Commission indicated those hazards a decade 
ago. Hence, in the Directive 2008/114/EC - identification and designation of European critical infrastructures 
and assessment of the need to improve their protection Critical infrastructure is defined as: “assets or systems 
essential for the maintenance of vital social functions, health, safety, security, and economic or social wellbeing 
of people. European critical infrastructure (ECI) is critical infrastructure in EU countries whose disruption 
or destruction would have a significant impact on at least 2 EU countries (e.g. electricity power plants or oil 
transmission pipelines)“.

The related documents are: Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament - 
Critical Infrastructure Protection in the fight against terrorism (COM(2004) 702 final, 20.10.2004), Green 
Paper on a European programme for critical infrastructure protection (COM(2005) 576 final, 17.11.2005), 
Communication from the Commission on a European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection 
(COM(2006) 786 final, 12.12.2006), Commission Staff Working Document on a new approach to the European 
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Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection: Making European Critical Infrastructures more secure 
(SWD(2013) 318 final, 28.8.2013).
 
The Commission has funded over 100 diverse projects under the Prevention, Preparedness and Consequence 
Management of Terrorism and other Security-related Risks programme (CIPS), during the 2007-2012 period. 
The programme is designed to protect citizens and critical infrastructures from terrorist attacks and other security 
incidents by fostering prevention and preparedness, namely by improving the protection of critical infrastructures 
and addressing crisis management. The key objective is to support CIP policy priorities by providing expert 
knowledge and a scientific basis for a better understanding of criticalities and interdependencies at all levels.

Despite all those efforts and activities, CIP remains urgent unsolved issue, there are a lot of known unknowns 
and unknown unknowns, especially when we talk about such actors of society, as universities, NGOs, small 
business companies, which is not directly related with CIP and therefore even more ignorant and vulnerable.
 
Due to the lack of understanding of origin and symptoms of the attacks, those actors can become easy targets 
and transmitters of hazards, e.g. related to cyber deceptions. Attacks on citizens, small companies, public 
companies due to lack of well-developed and well communicated strategies can cascade into consequences, 
which could appear to be harmful ultimately to infrastructure, which is described as “critical” by the European 
Commission (EC). Here we want to point out that description of critical infrastructure, provided by the EC just 
point attention to the most vivid examples of critical infrastructure, while in the reality the scope and spectrum 
of this infrastructure might appear much wider. According Ambassador Francesca Tardioli, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary General of NATO’s Operations Division, 

“To face such wide-ranging threats and challenges, no single organisation can work in isolation,” says. “A 
comprehensive approach, involving a myriad of international and national organisations, public-private 
partnerships and academia, is required“ (NATO news). 

The p aims to contribute to CIP by involving actors, which do not directly act as critical infrastructure protectors, 
alas, can contribute by formulating aa approach towards research and innovations in critical infrastructure 
protection area, which would embrace foreseeing of threats, monitoring of polymorphous changing environment, 
preventing the threats identified and responding in organized and efficient way to mitigate to consequences if 
case critical infrastructure was infringed. 

Main aim is to contribute to resilience of society against threats related to attacks on critical infrastructure. 
A resilient society can not merely be a governmental responsibility. It can only be achieved by combining 
governmental capabilities with those of private partners and individuals. Main aim is to create a shared 
understanding of Critical Infrastructures, the consequences of disruption and how European cooperation can 
contribute to enhancing resilience society to Critical Infrastructures infringement. This aim can be reached 
through intense and innovative learning experience together with colleagues from various organizations, 
disciplines and countries. The activities focus on cooperation in order to bolster the protection of Critical 
Infrastructure by bringing together relevant stakeholders in this field.

2. Insigts into to critical infrastructure problematics‘ roadblocks from stakeholders‘ point of view

As it was provided above, there has been a lot of attention to problematics of critical infrastructure protection 
from side of the European Commission, NATO and some governments of some countries, which already 
adopted legislation in this field (e.g. Spain), and other governments (e.g. Lithuania), which make concrete 
effors in order to start solving this complex issue of global character.

Alas there is still not unanimoust agreement what has to be included to this complicated network of critical 
infrastructure. Some authors put emphasis on public infrastructure, coorectly indicating that it is hudge 
investment, which has to be “reliable”. Other authos, as e.g. Brown et al. (2006) indicates that “reliability is 
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not the answer. We must protect collections of critical components in our infrastructure systems, rather than 
backing up the least-reliable components. Malicious, coordinated attacks can be more damaging than random 
acts of nature.“ Since the authors looks at the broad issue of critical infrastructure protection from the military 
point of view, they make further a valuable insight by saying that „the defender must protect a huge, dispersed 
target set, while the attacker need only focus on a small set of targets chosen to maximize damage“.

Right here we wanted to continue the elaboration of the issue right from this correct point. It is absolutely 
obvious that critical infrastructure can not be protected just by increasing realibility of public sector, just by 
employing military forces, and adopting legislation, which would oblige certain companies to strengthen their 
infastructure and to attribute some resources for protection of their infrastructure.

Let us pint out that what is being called “critical infrastructure” in contemporary world is closely connected 
with all infrastructure available. Once we talk about “assets or systems essential for the maintenance of vital 
social functions, health, safety, security, and economic or social wellbeing of people“ then we need to realize 
that it is not just public sector, it is private sector as well. In some cases, depeding, on economic policies in 
privatization of public functions, that might be even private secors prevailing. That concerns any area, to be it 
electricity supply, banking, health care organizations, banks, or water supply companies.

Hence, it is absoulutely clear that critical infrastructure embraces public sector plus private sector (organizations 
and private-public companie, private companies), which comprise interlinked infrastructure. Naturally, a 
question arrises, if infrastructure of households can be attributed to critical infrastructure. Most likely we need 
here to look at at the activities, into which the households are engaged. If e.g. household is socially responsible 
and has installed solar panenels, produces solar energy and sells the surplus of this energy in this process utilizing 
smart grids, then we can say, rather firmly, most likely that this household is a part of critical infrastructure. In 
this case attack on this particular stakeholder can, most likely, infrindge smart grid system. We can find many 
more examples of similar character, since householders nowadays has become an itegral part of various kind 
of infrastructures, which, ultimately, appear to be critical. Let us try to provide a schematic interconnection of 
critical infrastructure areas, or to put it in a professional language, so called ‘domains” (Figure 1).  

Critical
infrastructure,
public sector

Critical
infrastructure,

households

Critical
infrastructure,
public-private

and private
sector

Figure 1. Interconnection of critical infrastructure domains

To conclude, critical infrastructure has to be understood much broadly than perception of critical infrastructure 
provided in definition above, i.e. at the very beginning of the paper.

Hence the first roadblock of the whole critical infrastructure protection system is to indicate the whole spectrum 
of critical infrastructure components and make classification of those elements, which ultimately, could 
transform into standards, which could adapted for more wide use of wide range of stakeholders.

After defining what contains a system of critical infrastructure, and classifying it, we could go further, by 
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elaborating system of defense and resilience to consequences of its infringement. That would be seen as another 
roadblock in the research. Military is ready to undertake defense functions, alas, it is obvious that such approach 
is not sufficient. Most likely, all public, public-private sector and stakeholders will need to contribute to the 
protection. Simplified depiction of process and factors of critical infrastructure protection is presented in Figure 
2.
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Figure 2. Process and factors of critical infrastructure protection 

Here a lot of known unknowns and unknown unknowns will arise, e.g. who would finance critical infrastructure 
protection, especially when it comes to private sector and households, how to gauge the threats, and recognize 
damage, how to neutralize infringements, how to deal with consequences if any in organized and prudent ways. 
Those only questions raised, which will have to be put on the international agenda sooner or later, alas, better 
sooner.

In order to approach such complex problematics as critical infrastructure protection a grounded methodology, 
or approach has to be devised. As we already indicated above, currently description of critical infrastructure 
is too general, the spectrum of foreseen threats, respectively is still rather fragmented. Cybersecurity issues 
in rather frequently is perceived as synonymous of security of critical infrastructure (e.g. Protecting Critical 
Infrastructure in the EU 2010; Korauš et al. 2016; Korauš et al. 2017; Veselovská et al. 2017; Korauš, Kelemen 
2018; Limba et al. 2017a; 2017b; Šišulák 2017; Limba, Šidlauskas 2018; Prause, Atari 2017). Other examples 
of the focus are: energy networks (Shakhovskaya et al. 2018; Banerjee et a. 2018), including electrical power 
grids (Weaver et al. 2018); water distribution system is being considered as critical infrastructure element, alas 
“assess the detection of attacks and vulnerabilities” remains an issue under discussion (Deng et al. 2017; Palleti 
et al. 2018). Here we need to point out, protection of that natural resources, such water (lakes, rivers), forests, 
infrastructure as food reservoirs, etc. are not being included into critical infrastructure perception, at least at 
the current moment, despite their significance for society cannot be underestimated (e.g. Tireuov et al. 2018; 
Arbidane, Mietule 2018; Cardoso et al. 2018; Muniz et al. 2018; Monni et al. 2018; Iorio et al. 2018).
 
We claim that the diverse perceptions, knowledge and experience have to be pulled, in order to come to novel 
approaches, insights, reveal unknown unknowns, which will facilitate developing resilient societies. Interaction 
of inter and multidisciplinary approaches, we believe, would foster birth of unconventional ideas and solutions, 
allowing to reduce fragmentation of efforts and increase of efficiency in using of resources, both public, and 
private (Batkovskiy et al. 2018; Žižka et al. 2018; Fomina et al. 2018; Oganisjana et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018). 

We believe that critical infrastructure protection issues, which are issues of the global scale and cause immense 
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threats of wide range could be tackled through capacity building of stakeholders via technology transfer, which 
will ultimately lead to building of one of world-leading CIP Competence Network. Though research, expertise 
sharing, good practices, cases, scenarios building and active community engagement, CIP Competence Network 
aims at increasing awareness, expertise and resilience across wide array of domains. To wrap up, capacity-
building objectives are:
1. Bringing together relevant organizations, both on the national level and in the EU and beyond.
2. Strengthening awareness of:
• The need for cooperation for protecting of critical infrastructure.
• The need for joint exercising of academic, i.e. research and technology organizations (RTOs) and other 
stakeholders, such as NGOs, business companies, decision making bodies etc. for more efficient protecting of  
wide range of critical infrastructures.
3. Enhancing ability of international societal actors to recognize, prevent and react to infringements of Critical 
Infrastructure including mitigation of cross-border effects.

Here we need to point out that there were a lot of efforts at European and/or international level put already for 
the solving issues related to critical infrastructure protection. Besides already above mentioned documents, the 
following actions can be mentioned. Hence, the European Commission has developed a Critical Infrastructure 
Warning Information Network (CIWIN) and European Reference Network for Critical Infrastructure 
Protection (ERN-CIP). Those effort have to be supported by multiple emerging networks concerned about 
critical infrastructure protection, which ultimately would develop abibily to share, discuss and generate 
novel approaches leading to fruifuil outcomes related to critical infrastructure protection and enhancement of 
resilience of international community to the possible disasters.

2. Suggestions for further elaboration of critical infrastructure protection directions

Here I wanted to provide insights and suggestions, which I believe could facilitate finding new paths from blind 
alleys. Hence, after just three decades of massive use of the accessible Internet, which accelerated globalization 
process, we are forced to talk about critical infrastructure protection. Threats to the critical infrastructure, or just 
infrastructure, have been caused by many factors, among which is very high level of interlinking of complex 
systems. The task of protection of interlinked complex systems is very challenging, therefore parallel tasks of 
another character have to be raised, i.e. conditional autonomy and independence in terms of accessibility of 
certain objects of crucial importance has to be reconsidered. In the conditions of global accessibility, inaccessible 
islands have to be re-created, or restored, it could be put in such a way. Various innovative unconventional 
alternatives to contemporary style of interacting have to be through trough and implemented, ultimately. Only 
diversity of ways to responding to critical infrastructure protection challenges could lead to efficient and smart 
solutions.

Conclusions

Despite critical infrastructure protection is not a new topic in the political, scientific and practical landscape of 
the EU and other countries, a systematic approach towards this contemporary threat of huge scale has not yet 
been develop. 

There are a lot of rather fragmented attempts to tackle this issue, alas majority of them concentrate to 
cybersecurity threats to energy supply, water distribution, transport disruptions etc. Despite those valuable 
efforts frequently supported by the European Commission and NATO guiding documents and funding, there is 
still a lot of room for further elaborations in the area of Critical Infrastructure Protection.

We claim, that leadership in this domain is crucial, since can lead to collaboration of internationally scattered 
stakeholders for commonly joint actions directed to development of methodology of Critical Infrastructure 
research and development, involvement of wide range stakeholders and creation of new critical infrastructure 
protection competence networks. Those attempts would allow to consolidate gradually fragmented 
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competences and, with active involvement of wide range of societal actors would ultimately allow to develop 
resilience of society to wide array of known and unknown threats (e.g insecurity of small actors, which could 
transfer threats in myriad way to other e.g. servicing companies, what is probability of such risks, what 
is level of interdependency of societal actors, etc). Essence of such resilience would lie in the systematic 
research and innovations in the area of critical infrastructure protection, which would lead to novel and 
unconventional well thought trough strategy in this crucially important area.
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